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Abstract. Compositional graph models for global computing systems must account for two relevant dimensions, namely structural containment and communication linking. In Milner’s bigraphs
the two dimensions are made explicit and represented as two loosely coupled structures: the place
graph and the link graph. Here, bigraphs are compared with an earlier model, gs-graphs, originally conceived for modelling the syntactical structure of agents with α-convertible declarations.
We show that gs-graphs are quite convenient also for the new purpose, since the two above mentioned dimensions can be recovered by considering only a specific class of hyper-signatures. With
respect to bigraphs, gs-graphs can be proved essentially equivalent, with minor differences at the
interface level. We argue that gs-graphs offer a simpler and more standard algebraic structure, based
on monoidal categories, for representing both states and transitions. Moreover, they can be equipped
with a simple type system to check the well-formedness of legal gs-graphs that are shown to characterise binding bigraphs. Another advantage concerns a textual form in terms of sets of assignments,
which can make implementation easier in rewriting frameworks like Maude.
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Introduction

When modelling distributed systems, it is necessary to represent states and their evolution. Usually, states
are seen as terms of an algebra equipped with certain structural axioms, and state transitions are defined
via conditional term rewriting rules in SOS format. An alternative is to represent states as graphs and
transitions as graph transformations. To have the best of the two approaches, it is sometimes possible to
characterise terms up to structural axioms as graphs and the transitions as graph transformations. A good
example is provided by arrows of gs-monoidal theories [6, 2], which can be seen as a particular type
of graphs, called gs-graphs, and transitions, represented as 2/double cells of a 2/double category, which
can be seen as gs-graph transformations. The approach has been applied to π-calculus [10], to CCS with
localities [10] and causality [2], to logic programming [3] and to other models of computation.
Gs-monoidal theories are certain symmetric strict monoidal categories [19] whose objects are elements of the free monoid over a set S of symbols, with each such symbol carrying a commutative comonoid structure. As such they form a class of coloured PROduct and Permutation categories
(PROPs) [18, 16, 13], where the term “coloured” means that they are taken over many objects instead of
a single one. They can also be seen as a variation of cartesian (Lawvere) theories, but without the two
naturality axioms that allow copying shared sub-terms and garbage-collecting unused terms. In addition,
gs-monoidal theories are built out of symbols taken from a hyper-signature instead of an ordinary signature. The difference is that the codomains of symbols in a hyper-signature are not constrained to be
single-sorted, but, like domains, can be a tuple of sorts. The corresponding gs-graphs are some kind of
dags where substructures can be shared via ordinary duplicators, as in term graphs, or hyper-signature
symbols (see, e.g., Fig. 3(a), where x5 is shared by f and g and where both p7 and x3 are shared by the
two h’s). A useful feature of gs-graphs is that they can be represented in textual form as sets of assignments of the form x, y := f (u, v, w), where f is a hyper-signature symbol with input arity three and
output arity two, with x, y, u, v, w α-convertible names in the set of assignments.
Recent developments in the area of open-ended systems for global computing have emphasised the
need for hierarchical graph models: they have two relevant dimensions, namely structural containment
and communication linking. The former has to do with the structural design of processes (e.g., the scoping of a transaction, a compensation, or a session, or the nesting of an ambient, a membrane, or an
environment); it induces a tree-like hierarchy on nodes. The latter concerns interaction capabilities (e.g.,
for communication, handshaking, or connectivity) that are flat, and may connect any tree nodes. This is
the pure case. The situation is more complex in the binding case, where a name used for communication
is declared at some level in the tree hierarchy and is usable only below its declaration point. Inspired
by Cardelli and Gordon’s ambients calculus [4] and aiming at defining a general, flexible and easy to
grasp model, Milner defined bigraphs, where the two dimensions are made explicit and represented as
essentially orthogonal structures, called place graph and link graph. Bigraphs [24, 23, 15, 21] have been
studied in depth from several points of view, in particular as a basis of the reactive system approach,
where a labelled transition system, over which bisimilarity is a congruence, is synthesised from a reduction semantics. This part of the theory is not covered for gs-graphs.
In this paper we aim to expose the gs-monoidal structure of bigraphs. Technically, we take advantage
of the work on gs-graphs to trace a correspondence between bigraphs and gs-monoidal theories, because
gs-graphs are closer to bigraphs. Gs-graphs were originally conceived with the syntactical structure of
agents with α-convertible declarations in mind, not the hierarchical structure of global computing systems. However it turns out that they are also quite convenient for this new purpose. The nesting and
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linking structure can be recovered by considering two types of nodes: one for representing intermediate places in the tree-like hierarchy, here coloured in black, and one for representing communication
channels, here colored in white.
We start by comparing gs-graphs with (lean support equivalent) bigraphs. Our first correspondence
result states that the two models essentially coincide in the pure case. The only difference is in the
interface: gs-graphs have an ordered tuple of ports and all the names are α-convertible, while bigraph
interfaces are decorated with names. The “names versus strings in a free monoid” dichotomy can already
be found in the simple case of equational theories versus Lawvere theories, where one has to translate
between variables and numbers. On the one hand, named connectors facilitate the direct representation
in bigraphs of standard process calculi operations; on the other hand, they make the algebraic structure of
bigraphs more complex and less standard: e.g., parallel composition is partial and sequential composition
is associative only up to isomorphism. Also the rewriting structure does not generate composable cells.
On the contrary, gs-graphs inherit from gs-monoidal theories a variety of well-behaved operations. Our
first result exposes the gs-monoidal structure of bigraphs, when their interface are equipped with a choice
of suitable “shuffling” bijections.
Our second correspondence result is concerned with (lean support equivalent) binding bigraphs. In
the binding case, it is necessary to constrain the compositional structure to generate only legal gs-graphs.
For bigraphs [9], additional information is inserted in the interface to allow for a complete axiomatisation.
In our approach, we introduce a type system which recognises legal binding gs-graphs. On gs-monoidal
theories the type system is represented by membership sentences in membership equational logic [20],
while on gs-graphs we exploit a quite simple relational type system. When the gs-graph is pure, no pairs
are generated; parallel composition does not add any pair; and for sequential composition existing pairs
are preserved, but new pairs, possibly leading to inconsistency, are generated. The complexity of the
proposed typing algorithm is quadratic in the number of nodes.
The analogies and differences between the two different proposals, together with the transformations
that move from one framework to the other, lead us to conclude that: (i) support-equivalent bigraphs
can be presented at a suitable level of abstraction as arrows of a particular free coloured PROPS, in a
perfectly standard way; and (ii) the gs-graphs representation seems to offer some advantages over the
others.
Structure of the paper. Section 2 recaps the basics of the models we are comparing. Section 3 addresses the case of pure signatures, while the binding case is discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
contains come concluding remarks.
All definitions and results in Sections 3 and 4.2, with special emphasis on the notion of legal gs-graph
and corresponding type system, are original to this contribution, as well as the notion of ν-signatures and
amended gs-graphs found in Section 2. Additional material concerned with the technical details of the
main correspondence results is given in the Appendix.

2.

Background on graph-based structures

Notation. For an ordinal n, we write i ∈ n as a shorthand for i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and let [n, m] denote
the set {i | n ≤ i ≤ m}. We let Idm be the identity function on the ordinal m. We use the symbol ]
for disjoint union of sets. We let S ∗ denote the free monoid over the elements in S, whose product is
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(ops)
(sym)

f ∈ Σu,v
f :u→v

(ids)

u, v ∈ S ∗
ρu,v : uv → vu

u ∈ S∗
idu : u → u

(seq)
Figure 1.

(bang)

u ∈ S∗
!u : u → 

t : u → v t0 : v → w
t; t0 : u → w

(par)

(dup)

u ∈ S∗
∇u : u → uu

t : u → v t0 : u0 → v 0
t ⊗ t0 : uu0 → vv 0

Inference rules of gs-monoidal theories

juxtaposition and whose unit is denoted by . We abbreviate the juxtaposition of n consecutive objects u
by un , with u0 = . Likewise, given a function f : V → V , we denote by f n : T → V the consecutive
application of f for n times. We write ∅V for the unique function with empty domain and codomain V .
We use subscripts to disambiguate elements when necessary, e.g., by writing VG when referring to the
set of vertices of the graph G. Finally, we overload | · | to denote the length of a string, the cardinality of
a set and the support of place graphs, link graphs and bigraphs (see Definitions 2.23, 2.26 and 2.29).

2.1.

Gs-monoidal theories

The gs-monoidal approach1 is based on representing resources as nodes, computational entities as hyperedges and interaction capabilities by the way in which hyper-edges are connected to nodes. We call a
tentacle each connection from an hyper-edge to a node. For example, nodes can model communication
channels and tentacles can express capabilities to perform i/o operations on them.
The idea is to consider a particular class of graphs obtained by selecting a few basic shapes for edges
(i.e., to fix a signature), to equip them with suitable source and target interfaces and to freely compose
them in series and in parallel to build larger and more complex shapes.
Definition 2.1. (hyper-signature)
Given a set S of sorts, a hyper-signature Σ is a family {Σu,v }u,v∈S ∗ of sets of operators such that each
f ∈ Σu,v , also written f : u → v, has input arity |u| and output arity |v|.
For simplicity, in the rest of the paper we shall always omit the adjective ‘hyper’, and leave it implicit
that we are dealing with hyper-structures (signature, graphs, edges, etc.).
When building larger shapes, one is further allowed: 1) to rearrange the order of nodes in the interface
(e.g., to make adjacent the nodes that must be connected to the same edge) via so-called symmetries ρ; 2)
to make some nodes be private to a certain sub-graph (no further edges can be attached to them) thanks
to so-called dischargers !; and 3) to attach more than two tentacles to the same node via duplicators ∇.
Definition 2.2. (gs-monoidal theory)
Given a signature Σ over a set of sorts S, the gs-monoidal theory GS(Σ) is the symmetric, strict monoidal
category whose objects are the elements of S ∗ and whose arrows t : u → v are equivalence classes of gsmonoidal terms, i.e., terms generated by the inference rules in Fig. 1 subject to the following conditions
(where we tacitly assume all symbols to be universally quantified unless otherwise specified):
• identities and sequential composition satisfy the axioms of categories:
[identity] idu ; t = t = t ; idv for all t : u → v ;
[associativity] t1 ; (t2 ; t3 ) = (t1 ; t2 ) ; t3 whenever any side is defined;
1

The name gs stands for “graph structure”.
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• ⊗ is a monoidal functor with unit id , i.e., it satisfies:
[monoid] t ⊗ id = t = id ⊗ t
t1 ⊗ (t2 ⊗ t3 ) = (t1 ⊗ t2 ) ⊗ t3 ;
[functoriality] iduv = idu ⊗ idv , and
(t1 ⊗ t2 ) ; (t01 ⊗ t02 ) = (t1 ; t01 ) ⊗ (t2 ; t02 ) whenever both sides are defined;
• ρ is a symmetric monoidal natural transformation, i.e., it satisfies:
[naturality] (t ⊗ t0 ) ; ρv,v0 = ρu,u0 ; (t0 ⊗ t) for all t : u → v, t0 : u0 → v 0 ;
[symmetry] (idu ⊗ ρv,w ) ; (ρu,w ⊗ idv ) = ρuv,w ρ,u = ρu, = idu ρu,v ; ρv,u = iduv ;
• ∇ and ! satisfy the following axioms:
[monoidality] ∇uv ; (idu ⊗ ρv,u ⊗ idv ) = ∇u ⊗ ∇v
!uv =!u ⊗!v ;
[unit and duplication] ! = ∇ = id
∇u ; (idu ⊗!u ) = idu
∇u ; ρu,u = ∇u
∇u ; (idu ⊗ ∇u ) = ∇u ; (∇u ⊗ idu ) .
By rule (ops), the basic terms include one generator for each operator of the signature. All other
basic terms define the wiring of tentacles that can be used to build larger graphs: the identities (ids), the
dischargers (bang), the duplicators (dup) and the symmetries (sym). These are the elementary bricks of
our terms, and we get the remaining ones by closing them with respect to sequential (seq) and parallel
(par) composition. Every term t : u → v generated by the inference rules is typed by two sequences
of sorts: a source u and a target v. They are relevant for the sequential composition, which is a partial
operation. To limit the number of parentheses in expressions t, we assume ⊗ has precedence over ;.
Remark 2.3. (gs-monoidal theories and PROPs)
Inspired by the seminal work on flownomial algebras [8], a sound and complete axiomatisation of
(acyclic) ranked term graphs2 has been proposed in [6]. In particular, it has been shown that there
is a bijective correspondence between term graphs over a signature Σ of rank (u, v) and the homset
GS(Σ)[u, v] of arrows of the gs-monoidal theory of Σ from u to v. This result is analogous to the
characterisation of (tuples of) terms over a signature Σ as arrows of the Lawvere theory of Σ, considered as the free cartesian category generated by Σ. When Σ is a standard one-sorted theory the result
can be recast in the theory of PROPs [18, 17], analogously to what has been recently done for dags
in [11]. Here we are interested in a slightly more general setting than that of [6] and of PROPs, because
we shall consider two-sorted signatures. Concerning the axioms in Definition 2.2, analogous axiomatisations of various families of graphs are available, and most of them can be seen as enrichments of
symmetric monoidal categories where (node) sharing is handled explicitly. The axioms allow one to represent graphs as expressions such that equivalence classes of expressions with respect to the axioms are
one-to-one with equivalence classes graphs taken up to isomorphism. We refer the interested reader to
the interdisciplinary survey [26] that relates various notions of monoidal categories and their associated
string diagrams.
Remark 2.4. (cogs-monoidal structure)
For ease of modelling bigraphs, we reverse the sense of direction for composing arrows, i.e., we take
cogs-monoidal theories. As a matter of notation we swap implicitly the source and target of each arrow,
e.g., letting
ρu,v : vu → uv
∇u : u2 → u
!u :  → u.
2

Term graphs are defined as isomorphism classes of ranked directed graphs, where the rank is a pair of natural numbers denoting
the number of variables and of roots in the term graph, to be used for composition.
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r• ⌦ r
id• ⌦ ⇢•, ⌦ id

id• ⌦ r

f ⌦ id

⇢

f
h

f

f
h

,•

⌦⇢

,

g ⌦ id

gf

(!• ; h) ⌦ (!• ; h)

(a) e1 : •◦ → •◦

⌫

id• ⌦ (r ; ⌫) ⌦ id•

domenica 22 settembre 13
domenica 22 settembre 13

embre 13

(c) e3 : •◦ → ◦ • ◦2

(b) e2 :  → •◦

e1 ⌦ (e2 ; e3 )

e1

e3
e2

(d) e4 : •◦ → •2 ◦2

Figure 2.

Graphical representation of the terms from Example 2.7.

Definition 2.5. (ν-signature)
We shall focus on two-sorted signatures over S = {•, ◦}, where • nodes are used for locations, while ◦
nodes for links. Moreover, we leave implicit that all signatures include the special operator ν : ◦ → 
k → •◦n . We call them ν-signatures.
anddomenica
all remaining
22 settembre 13 operators are of the form f : •◦
A symbol f : •◦k → •◦n can be regarded as a site constructor3 that takes an existing location
together with n names from the environment and build a new sub-location where k fresh names are
available. While the term ν-signature is coined here, free gs-monoidal theories over suitable ν-signatures
have been already exploited, e.g., in [10, 2] for representing different kinds of process calculi.
Remark 2.6. (idle edge: the term !◦ ; ν)
We will see later that the term !◦ ; ν :  →  denotes a special arrow that is the counterpart of so-called
idle edges in bigraphs jargon. While lean support equivalent bigraphs abstract away from idle edges, the
corresponding axiom !◦ ; ν = id is not standard for gs-monoidal theories. This point is further discussed
in the rest of the paper, when we consider amended gs-graphs, lean support equivalent bigraphs and their
correspondence. In the following, we call νgs-monoidal theory the free coloured PROP over the axiom
of gs-monoidal theories and the additional axiom !◦ ; ν = id .

3

Remind that we are considering arrows in the opposite category, whose direction is swapped w.r.t. that of gs-monoidal theories.
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Example 2.7. Let us consider a ν-signature with three operators f, h : • → •◦ and g : • → •◦2 , representing, e.g., firewall, host and gateway components within networking systems. Then we can compose,
e.g., the terms e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 below. To help the intuition, their graphical representation can be found in
Figures 2(a)–2(d), where dotted lines are used to emphasise the basic building blocks of each expression.
e1
e2
e3
e4

2.2.

,
,
,
,

f ⊗ id◦ ; id• ⊗ ∇◦
(!• ; h) ⊗ (!• ; h) ; id• ⊗ ρ•,◦ ⊗ id◦ ; ∇• ⊗ ∇◦
g ⊗ id◦ ; ρ◦,• ⊗ ρ◦,◦
e1 ⊗ (e2 ; e3 ) ; id• ⊗ (∇◦ ; ν) ⊗ id•◦◦

: •◦ → •◦
:  → •◦
: •◦ → ◦ • ◦2
: •◦ → •2 ◦2

Gs-graphs

The algebraic structure of gs-monoidal theories finds suitable realisation in graph-based modelling: arrows can be interpreted as concrete acyclic directed graphs with interfaces, taken up to renaming of
their nodes; all such graphs are represented by some arrow; any two isomorphic graphs whose interfaces
match are represented by the same arrow and are thus equivalent abstract graphs.
We find it convenient to represent concrete gs-graphs as sets of formal assignments. We assume N
is a denumerable set of S-sorted names, equipped with a total order ≤ and such that there are infinitely
many names for each sort. Names are denoted by n1 : s1 , n2 : s2 , . . . or simply by n1 , n2 , . . . when the
sort is clear from the context. A name substitution is a sort-preserving morphism σ : N → N .
Remark 2.8. When the sort S = {•, ◦} is considered, we use p, q, ... for names of sort • and x, y, z, ...
for names of sort ◦. Often we assume the order ≤ is induced by subscripts, i.e., that ni ≤ nj if i ≤ j.
Definition 2.9. (proper assignment, auxiliary assignment)
Let n0i : s0i for i ∈ [1, k], nj : sj for j ∈ [1, h], u = s01 . . . s0k and v = s1 . . . sh . A proper assignment
is written n01 . . . n0k := f (n1 , . . . , nh ) where f ∈ Σu,v .4 An auxiliary assignment has either the form
n := n0 (aliasing), with n and n0 having the same sort, or !(n) (name disposal).
Definition 2.10. (assigned name, used name)
Let G be a set of assignments. When a name appears in the left member of an assignment we say that it
is assigned, when it appears in the right member we say that it is used. We write n <G n0 if G contains
an assignment where n is used and n0 is assigned.
Proper assignments define the edges of the graphs, whose tentacles are attached to nodes named
according to their assigned and used names. Node sharing is realised by using the same name more than
once. Auxiliary assignments allow to expose more references to the same node in the interface or to
prevent certain nodes from appearing in the interface. A gs-graph is a set of assignments that satisfy
some additional constraints, for which we need to introduce the following terminology and notation.
Definition 2.11. (inner connection, outer connection)
The outer connections of G are all names that are used but not assigned. For an auxiliary assignment
n := n0 we say n is an inner connection. We denote with ic(G) (resp. oc(G)) the list of the inner (resp.
outer) connections of a set of assignments G (ordered according to ≤).
4

As a matter of notation, if f ∈ Σu, we write n01 , . . . , n0k := f , and if f ∈ Σ,v we write just f (n1 , . . . , nh ).
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Definition 2.12. (concrete gs-graph)
A concrete gs-graph is a set of assignments G s.t.: (1) every name is assigned at most once; (2) the
+
transitive closure <+
G of <G is irreflexive; (3) every n ∈ ic(G) is a maximal element of <G ; (4) for each
name n 6∈ ic(G) (exactly) one assignment !(n) is present.
Remark 2.13. (idle edge: the assignments x := ν and !(x))
In the case of ν-signatures, the gs-graph counterpart of idle edges is given by pairs of assignments x := ν
and !(x) such that x is not used elsewhere in G.
Definition 2.14. (abstract gs-graph)
Two concrete gs-graphs G and H are isomorphic if H can be obtained from G by applying an injective
name substitution that respects the total ordering ≤ of the inner and outer connections. An abstract
gs-graph (or simply gs-graph) is the equivalence class of a concrete gs-graph modulo isomorphism.
Since gs-graphs are identified up to isomorphism, the exact choice of names is immaterial.
Remark 2.15. (concise representation of gs-graphs)
The definition of gs-graph allows us to introduce a more concise representation by assuming that: (i) an
auxiliary assignment of the form !(n) is omitted whenever n is used in some other assignment; and (ii)
an auxiliary assignment n := n0 is omitted if n is not an outer connection and it is a maximal element,
except for n, of the partial order v+ .
It has been shown that the gs-graphs defined over a signature Σ form a symmetric monoidal category
that is naturally isomorphic to the gs-monoidal theory of Σ (see [10]). The idea is that a gs-graph G can
be regarded as an arrow G : ic(G) → oc(G). Then we can fix atomic gs-graphs for the basic building
blocks of gs-monoidal theories and define how to compose gs-graphs in sequence and in parallel.
Definition 2.16. (atomic gs-graph)
Atomic gs-graphs are defined as follows (for a consistent choice of sorted names):
(ops)

f

, {n01 , . . . , n0|u| := f (n1 , . . . n|v| )} if f ∈ Σu,v

(sym) ρs,s0 , {n3 := n2 , n4 := n1 }
(dup) ∇s , {n2 := n1 , n3 := n1 }

(ids) ids , {n2 := n1 }
(bang)
!s , !(n)

Definition 2.17. (sequential composition of gs-graphs)
Let G : u → v and H : v → w be such that oc(G) = ic(H) and no other names are shared between G
and H. Let A be the set of assignments in H of the form n := n0 (aliasing) and let σ the corresponding
name substitution. Their sequential composition is the gs-graph: G; H , (Gσ) ∪ (H\A) : u → w with
ic(G; H) = ic(G) and oc(G; H) = oc(H).
Definition 2.18. (parallel composition of gs-graphs)
Let G0 : u0 → v0 and G1 : v1 → w1 be such that for every name n in G0 and n0 in G1 we have n < n0 .
Their parallel composition is the gs-graph G0 ⊗ G1 : u0 u1 → v0 v1 = G0 ∪ G1 for which we have
ic(G0 ⊗ G1 ) = ic(G0 )ic(G1 ) and oc(G0 ⊗ G1 ) = oc(G0 )oc(G1 ).

9
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p1

p2

x4

x3

ν
x5

y

g

f

z

p7

h

h

p8

0

h

f

p9

h

g
0

p6

x10

x
2 2

mercoledì 1 agosto 2012

1

(a) A gs-graph G : •◦ → • ◦

(b) A pure bigraph G : h1, {x}i → h2, {y, z}i
x3 y

x4 z

x5
p6 0
f

p8
g

domenica 22 settembre 13

p1 0

h

h

p9

p7
p2 1

x10 x

(c) Correspondence between Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) made explicit

Figure 3.

Different graphical models for the same structure

Note that, if a composition of abstract bigraphs is sound at the level of sorts, it is always possible
to find suitable concrete gs-graphs in their equivalence classes that are composable, so that the notion
of sequential and parallel composition extend to abstract gs-graphs. For example, if G0 : u0 → v0 and
G1 : v1 → w1 we can always find suitable concrete gs-graphs G00 and G01 in their equivalence classes
such that G00 ⊗ G01 is defined. Moreover, any other choice of composable concrete gs-graphs G000 and G001
in the equivalence classes of G0 and G1 is such that G000 ⊗ G001 is isomorphic to G00 ⊗ G01 .
domenica 22 settembre 13

Example 2.19. The arrow e4 from Example 2.7 corresponds to the (concisely represented) gs-graph
{ x5 := ν , p6 := f (p1 , x5 ) , p7 := g(p2 , x5 , x4 ) , p8 := h(p7 , x3 ) , p9 := h(p7 , x3 ) , x10 :=
x5 , !(p8 ) , !(p9 ) }, which is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) (see Fig. 2 for comparison).
To deal with idle edges we introduce the notion of amended gs-graph for ν-signatures.
Definition 2.20. (amended gs-graphs)
A concrete gs-graph over a ν-signature is an amended gs-graph if whenever there is a name x such that
G contains both the assignments x := ν and !(x), then there is at least another assignment using x.

10
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It is immediate to see that any atomic gs-graph is also an amended gs-graph and that the parallel composition of amended gs-graphs is also an amended gs-graph. For the sequential composition of amended
gs-graphs we introduce a simplification that is analogous to the axiom !◦ ; ν = id : we remove from
G; H all the assignments of the form x := ν and !(x) such that x is not used in (G; H) \ {x := ν, !(x)}.
To avoid ambiguity, we denote by G; ; H the sequential composition of amended gs-graphs.
Proposition 2.21. Amended gs-graphs over a ν-signature Σ form the arrows of the (freely generated)
νgs-monoidal theory over Σ.
Proof:
It is a routine check to verify that amended gs-graphs over Σ form the arrows of a νgs-monoidal theory
over Σ.
To prove that amended gs-graphs form an initial model, we need to show that any two different arrows
t, t0 : u → v of the νgs-monoidal theory over Σ are mapped to different amended gs-graphs. By the result
in [10] we know that gs-graphs over a ν-signature Σ form the arrows of the freely generated gs-monoidal
theory over Σ. By the property of νgs-monoidal theories we know that any such term t : u → v can be
decomposed as t = t0 ; (idv ⊗ t1 ), where t0 is a term (in gs-monoidal normal form) with no occurrence
of ν and t1 has the form ν ⊗ · · · ⊗ ν. Let us consider t0 and t1 as terms of gs-monoidal theories and let
G0 be the gs-graph associated with t0 and G1 the gs-graph associated with idv ⊗ t1 . It is immediate to
check that G0 and G1 are amended gs-graphs and therefore G0 ; ; G1 is also an amended gs-graph.
Now let us consider t, t0 : u → v as above and their decompositions t = t0 ; (idv ⊗ t1 ) and t0 =
t00 ; (idv ⊗ t01 ) and suppose they are mapped to the same amended gs-graph G = G0 ; ; G1 = G00 ; ; G01 ,
while either G0 6= G00 or G1 6= G01 or both. Then G0 ; G1 6= G00 ; G01 , but G0 ; ; G1 = G00 ; ; G01 , meaning
that during the composition we have removed one or more assignments x := ν, !(x). But then t = t0 by
applying the corresponding axioms !◦ ; ν = id that leads us to a contradiction.
For proving surjectivity, we notice that every amended gs-graph is also a gs-graph. As such, it is
expressible as the sequential composition of certain atomic assignments, which are all constants of the
algebra. Thus also their composition is expressible as a term of the algebra.
t
u

2.3.

From pure signatures to pure bigraphs

Two main classes of bigraphs have been developed: pure bigraphs [14] and binding bigraphs [22]. In
pure bigraphs a node is not allowed to declare a local name, and nodes communicate using only their
global ports. Binding bigraphs are discussed in Section 4.
Definition 2.22. (pure signature)
A pure signature consists of a set K whose elements, called controls, specify the role of system nodes
and a function ar : K → N that assigns an arity to each control, i.e., the number of its ports.
2.3.1.

Place graphs

A place graph is essentially a forest of unordered trees; it represents the locality of nodes.
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Definition 2.23. (place graph)
Let K be a pure signature and m, n be a pair of ordinals, then a place graph P : m → n is a triple
(V, cl, pt) where V is a finite set of nodes called the support of P (also denoted |P |), cl : V → K is the
control map assigning a control to each node and pt : m ] V → V ] n is the parent map that describes
the location of the nodes. The parent map is acyclic in the sense that for each v ∈ V , ptk (v) = v implies
k = 0 (where we remind that ptk denotes the application of pt for k times).
Two special cases of place graphs are identities and symmetries. The identity place graph at m is
idm , (∅, ∅K , Idm ) : m → m. Symmetries γm,n have empty support and their effect is to swap sites:
(
j + n if j < m
γm,n , (∅, ∅K , pt(j) =
)
j − m if j ≥ m
Definition 2.24. (place graph: composition)
Let P : m → n and Q : n → l two place graphs with VP ∩ VQ = ∅, then their composition is defined as
Q ◦ P , (VP ] VQ , clP ] clQ , pt) : m → l, where for each v ∈ m ] VP ] VQ ,


 ptP (v) if v ∈ m ] VP and ptP (v) ∈ VP
pt(v) ,
ptQ (i) if v ∈ m ] VP and ptP (v) = i ∈ n


ptQ (v) if v ∈ VQ
Definition 2.25. (place graph: tensor product)
The tensor product ⊗ on interfaces is the addition of ordinals and the unit object is 0. For i ∈ {0, 1} let
Pi = (Vi , cli , pti ) : mi → ni two place graphs having disjoint supports. Then
P0 ⊗ P1 , (V0 ] V1 , cl0 ] cl1 , pt) : m0 + m1 → n0 + n1
where for each j ∈ m0 + m1


if j < m0
 pt0 (j)
pt(j) ,
pt1 (j − m0 )
if j ≥ m0 and pt1 (j − m0 ) ∈ V1


pt1 (j − m0 ) + n0 if j ≥ m0 and pt1 (j − m0 ) ∈ n1
and for each v ∈ V0 ] V1



if v ∈ V0
 pt0 (v)
pt(v) ,
pt1 (v)
if v ∈ V1 and pt1 (v) ∈ V1


pt1 (v) + n0 if v ∈ V1 and pt1 (v) ∈ n1

2.3.2.

Link graphs

A link graph is a graph expressing connectivity: an edge represents, e.g., a communication medium.
Definition 2.26. (link graph)
Given a pure signature K a link graph L = (V, E, cl, lk) : X → Y , where X and Y are the sets
respectively of inner and outer names, has finite setsP
of nodes V and edges E, a control map cl : V → K
and a link map lk : X ] PsL → E ] Y with PsL , v∈V ar(cl(v)) the set of ports of L. The support of
L is |L| , V ] E.
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The identity link graph at X is idX , (∅, ∅, ∅K , IdX ) : X → X. The unit object is the empty set ∅
and the symmetries γX,Y are just identities: γX,Y , idX]Y .
Definition 2.27. (link graph: composition)
Let L : X → Y and M : Y → Z be two link graphs such that VL ∩ VM = EL ∩ EM = ∅, then their
composition is defined as: M ◦ L , (VL ] VM , EL ] EM , clL ] clM , lk) : X → Z, where for each
p ∈ X ] PsL ] PsM of M ◦ L,


 lkL (p) if p ∈ X ] PsL and lkL (p) ∈ EL
lk(p) ,
lkM (y) if p ∈ X ] PsL and lkL (p) = y ∈ Y


lkM (p) if p ∈ PsM
The product ⊗ is roughly disjoint set union.
Definition 2.28. (link graph: tensor product)
Suppose that for i ∈ {0, 1}, Li = (Vi , Ei , cli , lki ) : Xi → Yi are link graphs with disjoint supports and
with X0 ∩ X1 = Y0 ∩ Y1 = ∅. Their product is:
L0 ⊗ L1 , (V0 ] V1 , E0 ] E1 , cl0 ] cl1 , lk0 ] lk1 ) : X0 ] X1 → Y0 ] Y1
2.3.3.

Pure bigraphs

The key point of bigraphs is that their place and link graphs are constructed separately; therefore the
locality of a node and its connectivity can not interfere.
Definition 2.29. (concrete pure bigraph)
A concrete (pure) bigraph G = (V, E, cl, pt, lk) : hm, Xi → hn, Y i consists of a place graph GP =
(V, cl, pt) : m → n and a link graph GL = (V, E, cl, lk) : X → Y .
We sometimes write G = hGP , GL i and denote the support of G by |G| , VG ] EG .
Example 2.30. An example of pure bigraph is in Fig. 3(b). The place graph is represented through the
nesting of nodes, while the arcs pertain to the link graph. The interface is given by pairing the interfaces of
the place graph and of the link graph. The outer interface of a place graph specifies the number of distinct
components forming the bigraph; to each component corresponds a root displayed with an enclosing
dashed box. In the example we have two roots (numbered 0 and 1). The inner interface consists of the
holes of the place graph, called sites, that serve to compose with other place graphs. Our example has
one hole (numbered 0), displayed with a grey box. For the link graph, outer names are displayed on the
top (y and z), and inner names on the bottom (x).
The identity bigraph at hm, Xi is idhm,Xi , hidm , idX i. The unit object  , hid0 , ∅i is the pairing
of the unit objects of the place graph and link graph products, and the symmetry is γhm,Xi,hn,Y i ,
hγm,n , γX,Y i.
Definition 2.31. (bigraph: composition)
Given two concrete bigraphs G : hm, Xi → hn, Y i and H = hn, Y i → hl, Zi with VG ∩ VH = EG ∩
EH = ∅, their composition is defined component-wise: H◦G , hH P ◦GP , H L ◦GL i : hm, Xi → hl, Zi.
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Definition 2.32. (bigraph: tensor product)
Given two bigraph interfaces hm, Xi and hn, Y i with X ∩Y = ∅, the product is defined componentwise:
hm, Xi ⊗ hn, yi = hm ⊗ n, X ⊗ Y i. The same happens on bigraphs: for i ∈ {0, 1} let Gi = hGP , GL i :
hmi , Xi i → hni , Yi i be two bigraphs with disjoint supports and X0 ∩ X1 = Y0 ∩ Y1 = ∅, then
L
G0 ⊗ G1 , hGP0 ⊗ GP1 , GL
0 ⊗ G1 i : hm0 + m1 , X0 ] X1 i → hn0 + n1 , Y0 ] Y1 i

Definition 2.33. (support equivalence for bigraphs)
Given two bigraphs G, H : hm, Xi → hn, Y i, a support equivalence ρ : |G| → |H| is a pair of bijections
ρV : VG → VH and ρE : EG → EH such that: clH ◦ ρV = clG , ptH ◦ (Idm ] ρV ) = (Idn ] ρV ) ◦ ptG
and lkH ◦ (IdX ] ρPs ) = (IdY ] ρE ) ◦ lkG , where ρPs : PsG → PsH maps the ports of G in those of H
and it is defined in terms of ρV : for each port (v, i) ∈ PsG , ρPs (v, i) = (ρV (v), i).
Definition 2.34. (lean bigraph)
A bigraph is lean if it has no idle edges (i.e., edges that are linked to nothing).
We write G l H when G and H are support equivalent, and G m H if they are support equivalent ignoring their idle edges (lean-support equivalence). The lean-support quotient yields the (partial)
symmetric monoidal category of abstract bigraphs, denoted by BG(K), and the lean-support quotient
functor [·] maps each concrete bigraph in its corresponding abstract bigraph.
Definition 2.35. (abstract bigraphs)
An abstract bigraph over K is a m-equivalence class [G] : hm, Xi → hn, Y i of a concrete bigraph G.
Remark 2.36. Lean support equivalence over bigraphs roughly corresponds to garbage-collecting restricted names that are not used and it is convenient for representing process calculi whenever the structural axiom (ν x)nil = nil is considered, for nil the empty process and (ν x) the restriction operator for
defining a private name x (whose scope is P in the expression (ν x)P ).

3.

Characterising Pure Bigraphs

This section shows that pure bigraphs are essentially equivalent to a particular class of gs-graphs over
ν-signatures. The word “essentially” means that there is a one-to-one homomorphism (w.r.t. ; and ⊗)
between the objects of the two models, but only up to certain bijections between the interfaces. Indeed
the main difference lies in how the two models view interfaces: a bigraph interface is a pair hm, Xi of
an ordinal and a set of names, a gs-graph interface is a string u ∈ {•, ◦}∗ . To make them comparable,
we need to equip each model with some missing information which is present in the other model. In a
bigraphical interface hm, Xi we must form a list out of the elements in {0, . . . , m − 1} and the elements
in X. For the gs-graphs instead, given a string u ∈ {•, ◦}∗ we have to assign a name to each element of
sort ◦.
Example 3.1. The relation between pure bigraphs and gs-graphs can be sketched by looking at Fig. 3.
Places correspond to edges and their hierarchy is built in the gs-graph by exploiting the nodes of sort
•. Connectivity is represented by the sharing of nodes of sort ◦. Closed links are the ◦ nodes below a
restriction ν. The dashed lines express which nodes are exported to the interfaces.
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The correspondence between the gs-graphs in Fig. 3(a) and the bigraph in Fig. 3(b) is made explicit
in Fig. 3(c), where the elements of the bigraph have been decorated with the corresponding names of the
nodes in the gs-graph.
The difference between the two graphical representations resembles the distinction between the common views offered by file managers: the tree-like view is similar to the gs-graphs representation, while
the icon view is similar to the bigraphs representation.
Signatures. Both bigraphs and gs-graphs have a signature giving the allowed operators. Therefore it is
necessary to correlate the two kinds of signature. (In the rest of this section we understand that only pure
signatures are considered and we use the symbol K also for gs-graph signatures.)
Definition 3.2. (equating signatures)
Consider a pure signature K; the equivalent gs-graph ν-signature Σ has an operator K : • → •◦h if and
only if the control K of arity h is in K.
Interfaces. Given a bigraphical interface hm, Xi, every i ∈ m is of sort • while the names in X are of
sort ◦. Nevertheless if we had a gs-graph interface with exactly m elements of sort • and |X| elements
of sort ◦ we would not have an obvious way to map such interface in hm, Xi, because the ◦ elements are
ordered unlike the names in X.
Example 3.3. Take for example the interfaces of our running example. We need to find a match between
u = •◦ and h1, {x}i as well as a match between v = •2 ◦2 and h2, {y, z}i. For the former there is a
unique way to fix the correspondence. For the latter, assuming any ambiguity is solved at the level of
locations because the order of locations is preserved, there are two possible bijections from ◦2 to {y, z}
but only one allows to establish a correct correspondence (y must match the first ◦ and z the second ◦).
On the contrary, if we knew that y < z, the natural way would be that of choosing the right bijection.
To improve the correspondence at the level of interfaces, we introduce a total order on the names
used in the bigraphical interfaces.
Definition 3.4. Let X be a denumerable infinite totally ordered (by ≤) set of names. Given a pure
signature K, we take bigraphs in which the sets of names on the interfaces are replaced by lists of names
ordered through ≤. Given a list L we denote by L[j] the (j + 1)th element of the list.
The total order on names makes the two type interfaces more similar, but it is not sufficient to establish a bijective relation between them.
Example 3.5. Consider the previous example and suppose that in X we have y < x < z. The interface
I can be associated, through the unique monotone bijection, to the bigraphical interface with the set
{y, z}, but nothing prevents one from using {x, z} or {x, y} instead.
These considerations lead us to the following definition that embeds a particular set of names in a
gs-graph interface.
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Definition 3.6. (name choice)
Let u ∈ {•, ◦}∗ and let #u be the number of elements of sort ◦ in u. Then a name choice for u is an
injective monotone map σu : #u → X . A gs-graph G : u → v can be equipped with two name choices
σu , σv for the inner and the outer interfaces, written G : (u, σu ) → (v, σv ).
With the name choices, exactly one bigraphical interface corresponds to a string over {•, ◦}, but the
converse is false. Indeed a bigraphical interface over ordered names can be viewed as a concatenation of
two ordered lists, the first with elements of sort • and the second with ◦-elements, while in a gs-graph
interface such elements are mixed.
Definition 3.7. (shuffling function)
Let hm, Xi a bigraphical interface. A shuffling function for hm, Xi is a bijection, φ : m+|X| → m+|X|
that preserve the relative order of the elements with the same sort, i.e., ∀i, j ∈ m + |X| if 0 ≤ i ≤ j < m
or m ≤ i ≤ j < m + |X| then φin (i) ≤ φin (j).
Given a bigraph we add two bijections that “shuffle” the elements in its interface as stated below.
Definition 3.8. (shuffled bigraphs)
A shuffled bigraph hG, φin , φout i consists of a bigraph G : hm, Xi → hn, Y i and two shuffling function,
φin : m + |X| → m + |X| and φout : n + |Y | → n + |Y |.
In the following, we denote a shuffled bigraph hG, φin , φout i with G : hm, Xi → hn, Y i just by
writing G : hm, X, φin i → hn, Y, φout i.

3.1.

From shuffled bigraphs to gs-graphs: the transformation S[[·]]

The first transformation S[[·]] that we define takes a shuffled bigraph G = hV, E, cl, pt, lki :
hm, X, φin i → hl, Y, φout i and returns a gs-graph H = S[[G]] that represents it. The underlying idea
is relatively simple: there is a proper assignment for each node and edge of the bigraph. In detail the
edges cause the creation of assignments with the ν operator, while the nodes give assignments that describe the position of a control in the system and the interactions with the other controls, deriving it from
the parent and the link map of the bigraph.
In the following we denote with NH the set of all names appearing in H, which is partitioned in
•
NH and NH◦ , respectively the set of all names of sort • and of sort ◦, appearing in H. Let NH• =
V ] {s0 , . . . , sm−1 } ] {r0 , . . . , rl−1 } and NH◦ = E ] {x0 , . . . , x|X|−1 } ] {y0 , . . . , y|Y |−1 }. Note that xi
and yj are not the names in sets X and Y , but new names used only in the gs-graph. First we need two
auxiliary functions pt : m ] V → NH• and lk : PsG ] X → NH◦ that translate the results of pt and lk
into the names of the gs-graph:
(
(
w if pt(v) = w ∈ V
e if lk(p) = e ∈ E
pt(v) ,
lk(p) ,
ri if pt(v) = i ∈ l
yi if lk(p) = Y [i]
Definition 3.9. (the transformation S[[·]])
Using the notation introduced above, we let the gs-graph S[[G]] associated to the shuffled bigraph
G = hV, E, cl, pt, lki : hm, X, φin i → hl, Y, φout i be the set that includes all and only the following
assignments:
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1. ∀v ∈ V we let v := f (pt(v), lk(v, 0), . . . , lk(v, h − 1)) where f = cl(v) and h is the arity of f ;
2. ∀e ∈ E we let e := ν;
3. ∀i ∈ m we let si := pt(i);
4. ∀i ∈ |X| we let xi := lk(X[i])
together with the name choices σin (i) , X[i] for i ∈ |X| and σout (i) , Y [i] for i ∈ |Y |. Note that
ic(H) = {s0 , . . . , sm−1 }∪{x0 , . . . , x|X|−1 } and oc(H) = {r0 , . . . , rl−1 }∪{y0 , . . . , y|Y |−1 }. The order
of these names can be retrieved using the shuffling functions (see Definition A.1).
Proposition 3.10. (idle edges)
If G has no idle edges, then S[[G]] is an amended gs-graph.
Proof:
By contradiction, assume there is a name x such that S[[G]] contains both the assignments5 x := ν and
!(x), but there is no other assignment using x. Then by definition of S[[G]] it must be the case that x ∈ EG
is an idle edge of G, leading to a contradiction.
t
u
Before proving that S[[·]] preserves the operations for composing bigraphs (see Proposition 3.13), we
enunciate a couple of technical lemmas that highlight some properties of the overlined maps, pt and lk,
defined above. The first one is effectively an alternative definition of the overlined maps. The second one
is particularly useful in showing that S[[·]] preserves composition.
Lemma 3.11. Let ΥP : n → {r0 , . . . , rn−1 } such that ΥP (i) = ri and ΥL : Y → {y0 , . . . , y|Y |−1 }
such that ΥL (i) = Y [i]. Then, the overlined maps pt and lk can be decomposed as follows:
pt = (IdV ] ΥP ) ◦ pt

lk = (IdE ] ΥL ) ◦ lk

With the second lemma an overlined map relative to a composition G; H of two bigraphs can be
expressed using the overlined map of H and the non-overlined map of G.
Lemma 3.12. Consider two bigraphs G0 : hm, Xi → hn, Y i and G1 : hn, Y i → hl, Zi such that
G1 ◦ G0 is defined. Then:
ptG1 ◦G0 = (IdV0 ] pt1 ) ◦ (pt0 ] IdV1 )

lkG1 ◦G0 = (IdE0 ] lk1 ) ◦ (lk0 ] IdPs1 )

Proposition 3.13. (S[[·]] preserves composition and tensor product)
Suppose that G : hm, X, φin i → hn, Y, ψi, and G0 : hn, Y, ψi → hl, Z, φout i are two shuffled bigraphs.
We have that S[[G0 ◦ G]] = S[[G]]; S[[G0 ]].
Now consider G0 : hm0 , X0 , φ0 i → hn0 , Y0 , ψ0 i and G1 : hm1 , X1 , φ1 i → hn1 , Y1 , ψ1 i with
X0 < X1 and Y0 < Y1 , then S[[G0 ⊗ G1 ]] = S[[G0 ]] ⊗ S[[G1 ]].
5

Remind that by Remark 2.15 the assignment !(x) is implicit for all x.
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Proof:
The sequential composition of gs-graphs S[[G]]; S[[G0 ]] requires to choose the same names for the outer
connection of S[[G]] and for the inner connection S[[G0 ]]. We denote such names with t0 , . . . , tn−1 and
b0 , . . . , b|Y |−1 respectively of sort • and ◦.
The set of assignments A that we must remove from S[[G0 ]] is defined as follows:
A = {ti := ptG0 (i) | i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}} ∪ {bi := lkG0 (Y [i]) | i ∈ {0, . . . , |Y | − 1}}
Denoting with σ the substitution induced by A we have that
S[[G]]; S[[G0 ]] = S[[G]]σ ∪ S[[G0 ]]\A
From the previous relation we note that in S[[G]] there will be assignments in which the name used
are defined through ptG0 instead of ptG , while in S[[G0 ]] there are not such problems. Then take an
assignment of S[[G]] that makes use of ti : for simplicity we suppose that this assignment is an auxiliary
one, sj := ti , since the case of a proper assignment is treated in exactly the same way. The name ti is
substituted in the composition by the name pt0G (i). Moreover since j is also a site of the bigraph G; G0 ,
in S[[G; G0 ]] we have an assignment sj := ptG;G0 (j). We need to show that ptG;G0 (j) = pt0G (i) and for
this purpose we use the result of Lemma 3.12. We know that sj := ti if and only if ptG (j) = i, thus we
can rephrase the assignment in the composition as sj := pt0G (ptG (j)), but
ptG;G0 (j) = ((IdVG ] ptG0 ) ◦ (ptG ] IdVG0 ))(j) = (IdVG ] ptG0 )(ptG (j)) = ptG0 (ptG (j))
as required.
The case of assignments that use names bi is similar: instead of the parent map we have the link map
and instead of the sites we have names. Finally we comment on the restricted assignments: if e := ν in
0 and consequently e := ν is also an assignment of S[[G; G0 ]]. The reverse
S[[G]]; S[[G0 ]] then e ∈ EG ] EG
argument is still valid thus S[[G]]; S[[G0 ]] and S[[G; G0 ]] have the same restricted assignments.
The proof for the case of tensor product can be found in the Appendix (see Section A.1).
t
u
Remark 3.14. When G and G0 have no idle edges, the proof carries over amended gs-graphs with sequential composition ; ; only up to lean support equivalence, in the sense that S[[G]]; S[[G0 ]] = S[[H]]
with H m G0 ◦ G (i.e., we take as H the bigraph obtained by removing all idle edges from G; G0 ).

3.2.

From gs-graphs to shuffled bigraphs: the transformation B[[·]]

Let H : (u, σu ) → (v, σv ) be a gs-graph over K with name choices and let us take an instance in its
isomorphism class. The first step in transforming the gs-graph H in the corresponding shuffled bigraph
G = B[[H]] consists in defining the shuffle functions φin and φout . For this purpose let m and l be the
number of elements of sort • in the lists u and v respectively; then for each list, for example u, define a
function u• : m → |u| that tell us the positions in the list u of the • sort elements, and a similar function
u◦ : (|u| − m) → |u| that do the same thing on the elements of u of sort ◦. For example if u = • ◦ ◦•,
then u• = {0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 3} and u◦ = {0 7→ 1, 1 7→ 2}. With the aid of this functions we define
φin : |u| → |u| and φout : |v| → |v| as:
(
(
u• (i)
if 0 ≤ i < m
v • (i)
if 0 ≤ i < l
φin (i) ,
φ
(i)
,
out
◦
◦
u (i − m) otherwise
v (i − l) otherwise
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Now recall that in a pure ν-signature every operator, except ν, is of the form f : • → •◦h for some
h ∈ N, thus every proper assignment over those operators takes the form n := f (n• , n0 , . . . , nh−1 ) with
n, n• of sort • and the remaining names of sort ◦.
Definition 3.15. (the transformation B[[·]])
The bigraph associated to the gs-graph H : (u, σu ) → (v, σv ) is B[[H]] = (V, E, cl, pt, lk) :
hm, X, φin i → hl, Y, φout i where m, l, φin , φout are defined as above, and:
1. X[i] , σu (i) for each admissible i and Y [j] , σv (j) for each admissible j.
2. V , {n ∈ NH• | n ∈
/ ic(H) and n ∈
/ oc(H)} is composed by the •-names that are not visible
outside the gs-graph. Thus the names in V are assigned exactly once with a proper assignment.
3. E , {n ∈ NH◦ | n := ν ∈ H} comprises all “restricted” names of sort ◦.
4. The control map cl : V → K is defined as follows. Being n ∈ V let n := f (n• , n0 , . . . , nh−1 ) the
unique assignment of n in H, then cl(n) = f
5. The parent map pt : m ] V → V ] l is defined separately for the elements in V and m. For each
n ∈ V let n := f (n• , n0 , . . . , nh−1 ) the unique assignment of n in H, then:
(
n•
if n• ∈ V
pt(n) =
−1
φout (j) if n• = oc(H)[j] for some j in the list range
Take instead i ∈ m and let si = ic[φ(i)]. Since si is an inner connection, there exists in H a
unique auxiliary assignment si := n.
(
n
if n ∈ V
pt(i) =
−1
φout (j) if n = oc(H)[j] for some admissible j
6. Finally, the link map lk : PsB[[H]] ] X → E ] Y is defined as follows. Take a port (n, i) with
n ∈ V and let n := f (n• , n0 , . . . , nh−1 ) be the proper assignment of n, then
(
ni
if ni ∈ E
lk((n, i)) =
−1
Y [φout (j) − l] if ni = oc(H)[j] for some admissible j
Consider instead a name x = X[i] and let x = ic(H)[φin (m + i)]. The auxiliary assignment
associated to x is x := n. Thus
(
n
if n ∈ E
lk(x) =
−1
Y [φout (i) − l] if n = oc(H)[j] for some j
Proposition 3.16. (idle edges)
If H is an amended gs-graph, then B[[H]] has no idle edges.
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Proof:
Immediate, by definition of B[[H]].
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u

We can now present our first main correspondence result, whose proof shows shuffled supportequivalent bigraphs over a pure signature K are isomorphic to gs-graphs over K (seen as a ν-signature)
with name choices.
Theorem 3.17. The transformation S[[·]] is a bijection between shuffled support-equivalent bigraphs and
gs-graphs over K and its inverse is B[[·]].
Proof:
[B[[S[[G]]]] = G]. The first part of the proof shows that B[[S[[·]]]] is the identity function on shuffled
bigraphs. Consider a general shuffled bigraph G : hm, X, φin , i → hn, Y, φout i and apply on it the
transformation H = S[[G]]. We let G0 = B[[S[[G]]]]. Following the definition of B[[·]], the first step
consists in retrieving the shuffle functions φ0in and φ0out . Before doing that we must consider a little better
what are the interfaces of the gs-graph H. We begin with the inner interface: ic(H) is composed by
exactly m •-names {s0 , . . . , sm−1 } and by the ◦-names {x0 , . . . , x|X|−1 }. The order of those names is
dictated by φin . The inner interface u of H is actually formed taking in order the sorts of the names in
ic(H). The functions u• and u◦ intuitively tell us where the ith name of sort •, or ◦, is positioned in
ic(H). Take for example si , the ith •-name, if u• (i) = j then ic(H)[j] = si , but by the transformation
−1
−1
[[·]] we know that ic(H)[j] = φin (j) = si and this can happen by the definition of φin only if φin (i) = j.
Thus u• = φin |m . The same is true for ◦-names but we must remember to add m to the argument of φin .
The final result is that:
(
u• (i) = φin (i)
if i < m
φ0in (i) =
◦
u (i − m) = φin (i) otherwise
thus φ0in = φin . By a similar argument we have φ0out = φout .
The next step is to check that the bigraphical interfaces of G and G0 are effectively the same. As
previously stated we have that m0 = m, l0 = l and that the cardinality of the sets X and X 0 and those of
Y and Y 0 coincide. The name choices σu and σv defined for H allow us to say that X 0 = X and Y 0 = Y ,
indeed X 0 [i] = σu (i) = X[i] and Y 0 [j] = σv (j) = Y [j] for all i, j that are admissible for lists X and Y .
Now we can pass to examine the core of the bigraph G0 . Recall that the set NH = NH• ∪NH◦ produced
by the transformation S[[G]] is such that:
NH• = VG ∪ {s0 , . . . , sm−1 } ∪ {r0 , . . . , rn−1 }

NH◦ = EG ∪ {x0 , . . . , x|X|−1 } ∪ {y0 , . . . , y|Y |−1 }

Then:
1. The names of sort • that do not appear in inner or outer connection lists are exactly those in VG .
Hence VG0 = VG
2. The gs-graph H has a proper assignment n := ν for each element n of EG and no other one of
this form. Thus EG0 = EG
3. For each n ∈ VG we have a unique associated proper assignment n := f (n• , n0 , . . . , nh−1 ); then
clG0 (n) = f but also clG (n) = f by definition. Hence clG0 = clG .
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4. As for the previous point let n := f (n• , n0 , . . . , nh−1 ) be the proper assignment that involves
n ∈ VG . We know by definition that n• : • and that n• = ptG (n). If n• ∈ VG , then ptG0 (n) = n•
but also by the definition of ptG we have ptG (n) = n• . Otherwise let n• be an outer connection,
say rh . On one hand this implies that ptG (n) = h ∈ m, on the other hand there exists a j such
−1
that oc(H)[j] = rh and this corresponds to φout (j) if and only if φ−1
out (j) = h, since by definition
ptG0 = φ−1
(j)
=
h,
pt
(n)
=
pt
(n).
The
equality
of
the
two
parent
maps on the sites is shown
0
G
G
out
in a similar way. Hence, we have that ptG = ptG0 .
5. Showing that lkG0 = lkG involves name choices, but is otherwise analogous to the previous point.
Since all the components of G0 and G coincide, we conclude that G0 = B[[S[[G]]]] = G.
[S[[B[[H]]]] = H]. For the second part of the proof, consider a gs-graph with name choices H : (u, σu ) →
(v, σv ). Let us take for simplicity an instance of the isomorphism class of H in which the names on the
outer connection list are {r0 , . . . , rl−1 } for the • sort and {y0 , . . . , yh } for the other sort and the names
on the inner connection list are {s0 , . . . , sm−1 } and {x0 , . . . , xk }. Call G = B[[H]] with shuffle function
φin and φout . These functions are defined as:
(
(
u• (i)
if 0 ≤ i < m
v • (i)
if 0 ≤ i < l
φin (i) =
φ
(i)
=
out
◦
◦
u (i − m) otherwise
v (i − l) otherwise
Because u and v are the sorts of the lists ic(H) and oc(H) we can deduce that:
−1

−1

−1

ic(H) = (φin (0), φin (1), . . . , φin (m + k − 1))

−1

−1

−1

oc(H) = (φout (0), φout (1), . . . , φout (l + h − 1))

Now call H 0 = S[[G]]; the first thing to note is that H 0 and H have exactly6 the same ic and oc lists:
indeed they are obtained using the shuffle functions. The next step consists in checking that the set of
proper assignments and auxiliary assignments of the two gs-graphs coincide. The technical details of this
part of the proof are in Appendix (see Section A.2).
t
u
Corollary 3.18. The following two structures:
• shuffled lean support-equivalent bigraphs over a pure signature K;
• amended gs-graphs over K (seen as a ν-signature) with name choices
are isomorphic as partial algebras equipped with sequential and parallel composition.
Proposition 3.19. (B[[·]] preserves sequential and parallel composition)
Let H : (u, σu ) → (v, σv ) and H 0 : (v, σv ) → (w, σw ) be two gs-graphs with name choices, then
B[[H; H 0 ]] = B[[H 0 ]] ◦ B[[H]].
Consider instead H0 : (u0 , σu0 ) → (v0 , σv0 ) and H1 : (u1 , σu1 ) → (v1 , σv1 ) such that Im(σu0 ) <
Im(σu1 ) and Im(σv0 ) < Im(σv1 ). We have: B[[H0 ⊗ H1 ]] = B[[H0 ]] ⊗ B[[H1 ]].
6

Since we have chosen the names of H appropriately.
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Proof:
Instead of giving a direct proof that works on the definition of B[[·]], we use the fact that B[[·]] is the
inverse of S[[·]] and that S[[·]] preserves the operations as stated in Proposition 3.13. For H and H 0 gsgraphs with name choices call G = B[[H]] and G0 = B[[H 0 ]] the two shuffled bigraphs associated. Since
B[[·]] and S[[·]] are inverse to each other, we have H = S[[G]] and H 0 = S[[G0 ]]. Hence
B[[H; H 0 ]] = B[[S[[G]]; S[[G0 ]]]] = B[[S[[G; G0 ]]]] = G; G0 = B[[H]]; B[[H 0 ]]
Preservation of parallel composition is proved analogously.

t
u

Corollary 3.20. Let H : (u, σu ) → (v, σv ) and H 0 : (v, σv ) → (w, σw ) be two amended gs-graphs with
name choices, then B[[H; ; H 0 ]] m B[[H 0 ]] ◦ B[[H]].
As both the bijections S[[·]] and B[[·]] preserve composition and tensor, we can view bigraphs and gsgraphs not only as “essentially” equivalent formulations, but as “essentially” isomorphic algebras, thus
exporting to bigraphs the gs-monoidal structure of gs-graphs, although equipped with partial operations.

4.

Characterising Binding Bigraphs as Legal gs-graphs

In binding bigraphs, besides the possibility of having local names, there is added a scope discipline for
limiting the visibility of such local names. In particular a control may declare some names that only its
descendants can use, thus relaxing in part the assumption of independence of the two graphical structures.
While in the pure case the correspondence can be worked out smoothly, the case of binding signatures
is more challenging. At the signature level, the idea is just to consider operators of the form K : •◦h →
•◦k for h the binding arity of K and k the free arity of K. Then we can straightforwardly define an
injective transformation Sbind [[·]] from (shuffled) binding bigraphs to gs-graphs as a suitable extension
of the one in Section 3.1 (see Appendix B). The main difference is that now the class of gs-graphs
freely generated by the signature may contain some elements that do not correspond to any valid binding
graphs, because the scope discipline is not enforced by the free construction.

4.1.

Binding bigraphs

Definition 4.1. (binding signature)
A binding signature has a set of controls K and an arity function ar : K → N × N. If ar(K) = (h, k),
we write K : h → k and we call, respectively, h and k the binding arity and the free arity of K and they
index respectively the binding ports and the free ports of K.
Definition 4.2. (binding interface)
A binding interface is a triple I = hm, loc, Xi where the ordinal m and the set of names X are as in
pure bigraphs, and loc ⊆ m × X is the locality of the interface. If (i, x) ∈ loc we say that i is a place of
x. We denote by I u = hm, Xi the pure interface underlying I.
Example 4.3. The approach of the binding bigraphs for avoiding misleading compositions consists in
enriching the interfaces with a locality relation loc that establishes to which places, if any, a name belongs
to. Figure 4 denotes a simple binding bigraph with a single control with a local name and two sites in it;
the locality relation on the inner interface associates the name to the first site. This restriction prevents
controls in the second site from using this name.
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x
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1
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Figure 4.

A binding bigraph

Definition 4.4. (locality relation)
Let I = hm, locI , Xi and J = hn, locJ , Y i be binding interfaces and consider a pure bigraph Gu : I u →
J u on the pure underlying interfaces. Then the locality relation locG ⊆ (m ] n ] V ) × (X ] Y ] P ] E),
is the smallest relation such that:
• if (i, x) ∈ locI then (i, x) ∈ locG (locI ⊆ locG )
• if (j, x) ∈ locJ then (j, x) ∈ locG (locJ ⊆ locG )
• if p is a binding port of a node v then (v, p) ∈ locG
• if p is a free port of a node v then (pt(v), p) ∈ locG
• if an edge e contains a binding port of v then (v, e) ∈ locG
Definition 4.5. (binding bigraph)
Given two binding interfaces I and J a concrete binding bigraph G : I → J consists of an underlying
pure bigraph Gu : I u → J u such that: (a) any edge has at most one binding port, while an outer name
has none; (b) if lkG (q) = l is a local link then q is also local, and whenever (w, q) ∈ locG then there
exists w0 such that ptkG (w) = w0 for some k ∈ N and (w0 , l) ∈ locG . The condition (b) is called the
scoping rule.

4.2.

Legal gs-graphs

We start by showing that the ordinary transformation from binding bigraphs to gs-graphs is not surjective.
To see this, we note that the set of gs-graphs that are images of bigraphs is closed under monoidal product,
but not under sequential composition.
Example 4.6. Consider the gs-graphs in Fig. 5: the two gs-graphs on the left trivially respect the scope
rule, but their sequential composition links h to the local port x of g despite h and g are siblings.
The main result we present here is the characterisation of “well-scoped” gs-graphs in terms of a
relational type system. We start by rephrasing the location principle for the scoping rule in the context of
gs-graphs.
Definition 4.7. (bound name, free name and location, exploited name)
We say that a name n is bound to location p if p and n appears together in the left hand side of some
proper assignment in G (i.e., G contains an assignment of the form p, ..., n, ... := ...). Sometimes we
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Figure 5.

An example of composition that does not respect the scope rule

say just that n is bound, omitting the location p to which it is bound. If a name n is not bound then it is
free.7 If a location p is not assigned then we say it is free. We say that q exploits n if q and n appears
together in the right hand side of some proper assignment in G (i.e., G contains an assignment of the
form ... := f (q, ..., n, ...)).
Note that free locations are part of the outer connections and therefore they are exposed in the interface of the gs-graph.
Definition 4.8. (legal gs-graph)
A gs-graph G is legal iff for any p, q, n such that n is bound to p and q exploits n then q <∗G p, where
<∗G is the reflexive and transitive closure of <G .
As a special case, any “pure” gs-graphs is legal because pure signatures forbid the presence of names
bound to locations. Our second main correspondence result is:
Theorem 4.9. A gs-graph represents a binding bigraph iff it is legal.
Proof:
The proof goes by showing that the image of a binding bigraph via the transformation defined in Appendix B is a legal gs-graph (by contradiction, if it was not legal, then the scoping rule would have been
violated) and then by giving a converse transformation from legal gs-graphs to binding bigraphs.
t
u
Example 4.10. Let us consider a binding signature with three operators f : • → •, g : •◦ → •◦2 and
h : • → •◦. The gs-graph in Fig. 5 can be defined as G = { p2 := f (p1 ) , p3 := f (p2 ) , p4 , x :=
7

For the purpose of this section, if n is assigned by n := ν then it is not bound and thus it is said free.
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g(p2 ) , p5 := h(p3 , x) , !(p4 ) , !(p5 ) }, which is not legal because p3 exploits the node x (by the
assignment p5 := h(p3 , x)), which is bound to p4 (by p4 , x := g(p2 )) and p4 is not an ancestor of p3
(i.e., p3 6<∗G p4 ).
We can conveniently characterise the class of legal gs-graphs by exploiting an elegant type system.
The typing relations we are interested in are of the form “p uses n” and “p misuses n”. We need just
three inference rules:
(M )

p free p uses n
p misuses n
(U 2)

(U 1)

p, ... := f (q, ..., n, ...)
q uses n

p, n1 , ..., nk := f (q, ...) p uses n
q uses n

n bound

∀i. n 6= ni

The rules can be illustrated pictorially. Let us draw an arrow between p and n when “p uses n” and a
double headed arrow when “p misuses n”. Then the three rules can be informally sketched as in Fig. 6.
Roughly the rules state that if q exploits n and n is bound to some other location, say p0 , then we must
check that q be a descendant of p0 . This task is accomplished by introducing dependencies of the form “p
uses n” with rule (U1), then by propagating “upward” such dependencies through the location hierarchy
via rule (U2) until either we discover that p0 is an ancestor of q (in which case the propagation stops)
or we reach the (free) root location p, in which case the scoping rule is violated and we assert that “p
misuses n” thanks to rule (M).
In the above running example we derive the typing relation
{ p3 uses x , p2 uses x , p1 uses x , p1 misuses x }
Proposition 4.11. A gs-graph is legal iff it induces an empty “misuses” relation.
Proof:
The proof is divided in two parts. First we show that if the “misuses” relation is not empty then the
gs-graph is not legal. Conversely, we show that if a gs-graph is not legal, then the “misuses” relation is
not empty.
t
u
Theorem 4.12. The typing relation of G1 ⊗ G2 is the union of the typing relations of G1 and G2 . The
typing relation of G1 ; G2 is a superset of the union of the typing relations of G1 and of G2 .
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Proof:
The proof of the first statement is trivial, because the assignments in G1 ⊗ G2 are the union of the assignments in G1 and G2 . The proof of the second statement follows by noting that all proper assignments of
G1 and G2 are also present in G1 ; G2 and that the sequential composition may induce additional dependencies for the backward propagation of the “use” relation.
t
u
Note that for computing the typing relation of G1 ; G2 it is enough to close the union of the typing
relations of G1 and G2 w.r.t. the type inference rules (i.e., the reasoning is monotonic). The typing rules
induce a straightforward quadratic algorithm for checking if a gs-graph is legal or not (the complexity is
O(BG · WG ) for BG the number of • nodes in G and WG the number of bound ◦ nodes in G).
Corollary 4.13. The parallel composition of two gs-graphs is legal iff both are legal. If a non legal
gs-graph is used in a sequential composition the result is non legal.

5.

Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, while bigraphs and gs-graphs are equally expressive, we claim that the presentation of gsgraphs in terms of sets of assignments combines the expressiveness of name links with the simpler and
more standard algebraic structure of gs-monoidal theories. We believe that the relational type systems
used above to check binding gs-graphs well-formedness may also be useful for establishing important
properties of systems represented as gs-graphs.
A few observations are in place that deserves some future work. First, the research on bigraphs finds
a main motivation in the reactive system approach mentioned in the introduction, which is based on
the existence of so-called relative push-out (RPO) and idem push-out (IPO) in the category of bigraphs.
RPOs/IPOs serve to distil the labelled transitions from the reduction rules and derive a bisimilarity equivalence that is guaranteed to be a congruence. Some preliminary work on extending the RPO approach
to the case of term graphs is reported in [7]. We conjecture that the variant of the reactive approach
based on so-called groupoidal RPOs [25] can be applied to the category of shuffled bigraphs and hence
of gs-graphs. Moreover, we would like to exploit the gs-monoidal structure and 2-categorical rewriting
techniques, along the lines of [5], to define a reference theory of concurrent rewrites for bigraphs and
gs-graphs; this is currently missing.
Second, the fact that legal gs-graphs do not compose may suggest that their interfaces lack some
additional information. In fact, while we can always represent binding bigraphs as legal gs-graphs, the
interfaces of gs-graphs are still as defined in the encoding for pure bigraphs and thus are not able to pair
names and the locations to which they are bound. One possible solution could be to fix some convention
from which the needed binding information can be automatically inferred. For example, we might assume
that the names (◦) listed in the interface are bound to the rightmost location (•) appearing on their right,
if any (and free otherwise) and then check whether or not the gs-graph is legal. However, the information
about name-sharing between locations would still get lost. We discarded this approach because, e.g., it
would forbid the composition of legal gs-graphs with many arrows (i.e., symmetries like ρ◦,• ) that change
the interface without affecting the structure of the graph, but may result in a non-legal gs-graph. We plan
to investigate this issue in more detail, as we think it has still many advantages over other proposals,
like [12], which resort to the introduction of a much more powerful closed monoidal structure.
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Third, we would like to extend the comparison between binding bigraphs and legal gs-graphs to the
algebra of graphs with nesting proposed in [1].
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A.

Relating pure bigraphs and gs-graphs

In this section we collect some technical details about the correspondence result between pure bigraphs
and gs-graphs.
−1

−1

Definition A.1. (φin and φout )
Let G = hV, E, cl, pt, lki : hm, X, φin i → hl, Y, φout i be a bigraph and let NH• = V ] {s0 , . . . , sm−1 } ]
−1

{r0 , . . . , rl−1 } and NH◦ = E ] {x0 , . . . , x|X|−1 } ] {y0 , . . . , y|Y |−1 }. We define φin : m + |X| → NH
−1

and φout : l + |Y | → NH as
(
−1
si
if φin
(j) = i < m
−1
φin (j) ,
−1
xi−m if φin (j) = i ≥ m
−1

−1
φout (j)

−1

(
,

−1
ri
if φout
(j) = i < l
−1
yi−l if φout (j) = i ≥ l

−1

This way, we ensure that ic(S[[G]]) = (φin (0), φin (1), . . . , φin (m + |X| − 1)) and oc(S[[G]]) =
−1
−1
−1
(φout (0), φout (1), . . . , φout (l + |Y | − 1)).

A.1.

Proof of Proposition 3.13: preservation of tensor product

We provide here some missing details about the the proof that S[[·]] preserves the tensor product. The
most difficult part is to show that S[[G0 ⊗ G1 ]] and S[[G0 ]] ⊗ S[[G1 ]] have the same interfaces. Here
we consider only the inner interfaces since the same reasoning can be applied to the outer interfaces.
Moreover we assume for simplicity and without loss of generality, that the inner connections of [[G1 ]] are
{smo , . . . , sm0 +m1 −1 } and {x|X|0 , . . . , x|X|0 +|X|1 −1 }. By definition, it follows that
ic(S[[G0 ⊗ G1 ]]) = [(φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (0), . . . , (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (m0 + m1 + |X0 | + |X1 | − 1)]
where

(
(φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) =

si
if (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) = i < m0 + m1
x( i − m0 − m1 ) if (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) = i ≥ m0 + m1
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The parallel product of gs-graphs instead tell us that the inner connections are formed juxtaposing the
lists representing the inner connections of G0 and G1 .
ic(S[[G0 ]] ⊗ S[[G1 ]]) = [φ0

−1

(0), . . . , φ0

−1

(m0 + |X0 | − 1), φ1

−1

(0), . . . , φ1

−1

(m1 + |X1 | − 1)]

Thus it sufficient to show that ic(S[[G0 ⊗ G1 ]]) = ic(S[[G0 ]] ⊗ S[[G1 ]]). We can split this problem in
two subproblems:
• ic(S[[G0 ⊗ G1 ]])[0 . . . m0 + |X0 | − 1] = ic(S[[G0 ]])
• ic(S[[G0 ⊗ G1 ]])[m0 + |X0 | . . . m0 + m1 + |X0 | + |X1 |] = ic(S[[G1 ]])

Note that (φ0 ⊗ φ1 ) = (φ0 ⊕ φ1 ) ◦ (Idm0 ⊕ ρm1 ,|X0 | ⊕ Id|X1 | ) and thus its inverse is (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 =
−1
(Idm0 ⊕ ρ|X0 |,m1 ⊕ Id|X1 | ) ◦ (φ−1
0 ⊕ φ1 ).
Now we approach the first subproblem. Consider j ∈ [0, m0 + |X0 | − 1] and (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) =
(Idm0 ⊕ ρ|X0 |,m1 ⊕ Id|X1 | )(φ0 (j)). There are two possibilities:
• if φ0 (j) < m0 , then (Idm0 ⊕ ρ|X0 |,m1 ⊕ Id|X1 | )(φ0 (j)) = φ0 (j) < m0 and (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) =
sφo (j) = φ0

−1

(j).

• if m0 ≤ φ0 (j) < m0 +|X0 |−1, then (Idm0 ⊕ρ|X0 |,m1 ⊕Id|X1 | )(φ0 (j)) = φ0 (j)+m1 ≥ m0 +m1
and therefore (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) = xφ0 (j)+m1 −m0 −m1 = xφ0 (j)−m0 = φ0

−1

(j).

The second subproblem consists in showing that for each j such that m0 + |X0 | ≤ j ≤ m0 +
−1
m1 + |X0 | + |X1 | − 1, we have (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) = φ1 (j − m0 − |X|0 ). The left member of the
equation can be rewritten as: (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) = (Idm0 ⊕ ρ|X0 |,m1 ⊕ Id|X1 | )(φ−1
1 (i) + m0 + |X|0 ), where
i = j − m0 − |X0 |. Again, we have two possibilities:
• If φ−1
1 (i) < m1 , then

−1
−1
(Idm0 ⊕ ρ|X0 |,m1 ⊕ Id|X1 | )(φ−1
1 (i) + m0 + |X|0 ) = φ1 (i) + m0 + |X0 | − |X0 | = φ1 (i) + m0

because φ−1
1 (i) is in the range of the permutation ρ|X0 |,m1 and it is shifted by |X0 | backward. Then,
we have (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) < m0 + m1 and thus (φ0 ⊗ φ1 )−1 (j) = s(φ0 ⊗φ1 )−1 (j) = sφ−1 (i)+m0 =
1

−1

φ1 (i), where the last equality follows from the choice that we have made for the names on names
of the inner connection of S[[G1 ]].
−1
−1
• If φ−1
1 (i) ≥ m1 , then (Idm0 ⊕ ρ|X0 |,m1 ⊕ Id|X1 | )(φ1 (i) + m0 + |X|0 ) = φ1 (i) + m0 + |X0 | and
−1
(φ0 ⊗ φ1 ) (j) = x(φ0 ⊗φ1 )−1 (j)−m0 −m1 = x(φ−1 (i)+m0 +|X0 |−m0 −m1 ) = x(φ−1 (i)+|X0 |−m1 ) =

φ1

−1

(i). Indeed the names returned by φ1

−1

1

1

follows those of S[[G0 ]].

Having shown that the interfaces are the same, the equality of the two gs-graphs is easy. In fact we
know that the product of two bigraphs consists in the union of the components that are supposed to be
disjoint. Therefore taking for example v ∈ VG0 we have an assignment in S[[G0 ]] ⊗ S[[G1 ]] formed using
the parent map and the link map of G0 . We find the same assignment in S[[G0 ⊗ G1 ]] since v ∈ VG0 ]VG1
and the mappings of G0 ⊗ G1 behave as those of G0 when applied on places and points of G0 . Clearly
also the vice versa is true because given v ∈ VG0 ] VG1 it must be an element of either VG0 or VG1 .
Thus the assignment associated to v must be either in S[[G0 ]] or in S[[G1 ]] and consequently it belongs
to S[[G0 ]] ⊗ S[[G1 ]]. The same reasoning can be easily extended to edges, sites and inner names of the
bigraphs, concluding the proof.
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A.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.17: H = S[[B[[H]]]]

We provide here the missing details about the second part of the proof of Theorem 3.17. Remind that we
started with a gs-graph with name choices H : (u, σu ) → (v, σv ), that G denotes B[[H]] and that it is
left to show that the set of assignments in H and S[[B[[H]]]] do coincide. Let n := f (n• , n0 , . . . , nh ) be
a proper assignment in H with f clearly different from ν. The name n is thus put in the set VG , and in
H 0 we have therefore an assignment
n := clG (n)(ptG (n), lkG (n, 0), . . . lkG (n, h − 1))
Next we prove that the two assignments are actually the same. The operators coincide, because transformation B[[G]] imposes that clG (n) = f . For ptG and lkG we proceed by case analysis. We begin with the
parent map.
If n• is an element of VG there are no problems: indeed we have that ptG (n) = n• and consequently
−1
ptG (n) = n• . If instead n• is part of the outer interface, then n• = oc(H)[j] = φout (j) = rφ−1 (j) for
some index j, but ptG (n) = φ−1
out (j) and ptG (n) = rφ−1 (j) ; thus n• = ptG (n).

out

out

For the ◦-names in the assignment we must check that ni = lkG ((n, i)). If ni ∈ EG the result is
immediate because ni = lkG ((n, i)) = lkG ((n, i)). If instead there exists j such that ni = oc(H)[j] =
φ − out−1 (j) = yφ−1 (j)−l , but also lkG ((n, i)) = yφ−1 (j)−l since lkG ((n, i)) = Y [φ−1
out (j) − l] by
out

out

definition. Thus for every i ∈ {0, . . . , h − 1} we have ni = lkG ((n, i)) and we have therefore shown that
each proper assignment in H (with f 6= ν) is also in H 0 and vice versa.
Now consider the proper assignments in H involving the restriction operator ν. Let n := ν be one of
such assignments, then in G we have that n ∈ EG and that each element of EG is assigned the ν operator
in H 0 . Hence we have n := ν in H 0 . Clearly the reasoning can be reversed to show that for each of such
assignments in H 0 there is an equal one in H; indeed in H 0 the assignments with ν are in one-to-one
correspondence with the elements of EG .
Finally we have to take into account the auxiliary assignments: the arguments that leads to conclude
that there are the same auxiliary assignments in H and H 0 are similar to those used in the case of proper
assignments with the control different form ν.
Since all assignments coincide, we can conclude that H = S[[B[[H]]]] = H 0 .

B.

Transforming binding bigraphs in gs-graphs

The construction of the gs-graph representing a certain binding bigraph is not so different from that
relative to pure bigraphs. In fact, as previously mentioned, we can not represent the locality relations in
the context of gs-graphs and the transformation is forced to ignore them. Therefore we have to deal only
with the added possibility for controls to declare names. Likewise the pure case, we work with gs-graphs
equipped with name choices on the interfaces and with shuffled binding bigraphs. The latter are defined
exactly like shuffled pure bigraphs (see Definition 3.8), except that in place of a pure bigraph we have
clearly a binding bigraph. Let G = (VG , EG , clG , ptG , lkG ) : hm, locin , X, φin i → hl, locout , Y, φout i be
a shuffled binding bigraph on a signature K and denote with Psloc
G ⊆ PsG the set of all its local ports.
In particular given a node v ∈ VG such that its associated control clG (v) has a positive internal arity, we
call (v, locali ) the (i + 1)th local port declared by v.
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In the gs-graph H = Sbind [[G]] the following names will appear:
NH• = VG ] {s0 , . . . , sm−1 } ] {r0 , . . . , rl−1 }

NH◦ = EG ] {x0 , . . . , x|X|−1 } ] {y0 , . . . , y|Y |−1 }

Note that such sets of names are the same of those defined by the analogous transformation for
the pure case. The difference is in the role played by the edges since in binding bigraphs they can
be attached to local ports. In the corresponding gs-graph such local edges are not assigned with the
restriction operator ν, but within the proper assignment of the node that declares the local port to which
it is linked. Since every edge can be attached to at most one local port (see Definition 4.5) we are
local the set
guaranteed that each local edge is assigned exactly once. In the following we denote with EG
of all local edges belonging to the bigraph G.
As in Section 3.1 the overlined maps pt : m ] V → NH• and lk : PsG ] X → NH◦ will help us in
having a more concise representation of the assignments of H. (They are defined in the same way as in
Section 3.1.)
Then we give the definitions of the assignments in H.
1. ∀v ∈ VG with clG (v) = f we add the assignment
v lk(v, local0 ) . . . lk(v, localk−1 ) := f (pt(v), lk(v, 0), . . . , lk(v, k − 1))
where k and h are respectively the binding and the free arity of f . Note that since in binding
bigraph a local port can be linked to an outer name, the link map and its overlined version applied
on a local port return always an edge (that clearly is local).
local we add e := ν
2. ∀e ∈ EG \EG

3. ∀i ∈ m we add si := pt(i)
4. ∀x ∈ {x0 , . . . , x|X|−1 } we add xi := lk(X[i])
The inner and the outer connections are {s0 , . . . , sm−1 } ∪ {x0 , . . . , x|X|−1 } and {r0 , . . . , rl−1 } ∪
{y0 , . . . , y|Y |−1 } respectively and their order is obtained through the shuffle functions. In particular
−1

−1

−1

−1

−1

−1

ic(H) = (φin (0), φin (1), . . . , φin (m + |X| − 1))

oc(H) = (φout (0), φout (1), . . . , φout (l + |Y | − 1))
−1

−1

where φin and φout are defined as in Definition A.1.
In conclusion the name choices for the interfaces of Sbind [[G]] are σin (i) , X[i] for i ∈ |X| and
σout (i) , Y [i] for i ∈ |Y |.
We can now prove that the gs-graphs produced by Sbind [[·]] effectively represent binding bigraphs, or
better, their bodies. We could not indeed encode the locality relation on the gs-graph interfaces, but we
can show that the internal structure of a binding bigraph is faithfully represented.
For this purpose we abstract from the locality relation put on the interfaces and we identify all the
binding bigraphs that differ only in these relations. We write G ≈ G0 if G and G0 are such two bigraphs
and it follows immediately that ≈ is an equivalence relation. Furthermore, since Sbind [[·]] does not take
into account the locality relation, we have that G ≈ G0 implies Sbind [[G]] = Sbind [[G0 ]] and therefore we
can give a well-defined mapping on equivalence classes Sbind \≈ [[·]] such that Sbind \≈ [[[G]]] = Sbind [[G]],
where [G] denote the equivalence class of G.
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Proposition B.1. The mapping Sbind \≈ [[·]] is injective.
Unfortunately this mapping is not surjective. Next proposition guarantees that in the image of the
mapping Sbind [[·]] there are no unacceptable gs-graphs.
Proposition B.2. Let G be a binding bigraph. If in Sbind [[G]] there are an assignment n . . . :=
f (v, . . . , e, . . .) and an assignment w . . . e . . . := g(. . .) then w <+ v.
Proof:
First, we prove by induction that whenever we have ptkG (v) = w with v, w ∈ VG for some k > 0, then
in the gs-graph Sbind [[G]] it results that w <+ v.
Then we make use of the injective property of the transformation for knowing what the two assignments mean in bigraphical terms. Having the assignment
w . . . e . . . := g(. . .)
implies that w ∈ VG and that e is a local edge linked to a local port of w. Then we can say, using the
notation introduced in Section 4 that (w, e) ∈ locG . The other assignment
n . . . := f (v, . . . , e, . . .)
means that the one port, say the (i + 1)th port, of n ∈ VG is linked to the local edge e. Then (v, (n, i)) ∈
locG . The scope rule imposes that v ≤G w, thus v can not be an outer connection, but it must be a node
of the bigraph. In terms of the parent map we have that w = ptk (v) for some k > 0. Since v, w ∈ VG
we can deduce that w <+ v.
t
u
Finally we show that Sbind [[·]] preserves the operations.
Proposition B.3. (Sbind [[·]] preserves operations)
Let G : hm, locI , X, φin i → hn, locJ , Y, ψi and G0 : hn, locJ , Y, ψi → hl, locH , Z, φout i, be shuffled
binding bigraphs. Then Sbind [[G0 ◦ G]] = Sbind [[G]]; Sbind [[G0 ]]
Suppose that (G0 : hm0 , locI0 , X0 , φ0 i → hn0 , locJ0 , Y0 , ψ0 i) and (G1 : hm1 , locI1 , X1 , φ1 i →
hn1 , locJ1 , Y1 , ψ1 i) are shuffled binding bigraphs with X0 < X1 and Y0 < Y1 . Then Sbind [[G0 ⊗ G1 ]] =
Sbind [[G0 ]] ⊗ Sbind [[G1 ]]

